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Planetary Centrifugal Mixer With Vacuum Device Machine

SK-300SVⅢNEW

Evolved Kakuhunter!
Achieved with compact size, vacuum pressure,

400G Centrifugal Force function!
New release machine with simple mechanism and low cost.

Vacuum pressure function

Enables to degas invisible 
micro �ne bubble!

Applied rotation gear drive system

It enables to mix accurately
by enhancing revolving stability. 

High-Speed Processing The system supports mixing and degassing of various types of materials, from those
with low to high viscosities, in a matter of just tens of seconds to a few minutes. 

High Centrifugal Force High power mixing and degassing with over 400G Centrifugal Force. 

Stable Operation Enhanced revolving stability by using rotation gear drive system.

Easy Operation Utilize LCD Touch Panel to operate. 



SK-300SVⅢ
Planetary Centrifugal Mixer With Vacuum Device Machine

Speci�cations

Item Description

Container size

Revolution setting

Step mode

Setting time

Rotation setting

Weight

Size

Power source

Condition setting Channel

Electric Consumption

300ml Single cup, Gross weight 310g (Container included) Less than 55cc Syringe with adapter

About 600~1770 rpm (Centrifugal Force more than 400G)

Fixed ratio against revolution speed

10~300 (sec) x 5 Step (10 sec units)

5 Step x 100 CH (5 different patterns operation setting) 

User settable CH: 90CH, Fixed CH: 10CH

Single Phase AC 200-240V 50/60Hz

1.5kW (Breaker 15A)

W 504 x D 510 x H 490mm

About 80kg

Achieved simple mechanism with stable design, compact size, vacuum pressure,
Single cup and even realized high performance and low cost. 

Due to vacuum pressure in full vacuum chamber, 
it enhances degassing force even micro fine bubble 

elimination and consistent quality. 

Before After

Vacuum pressure function

Applies LCD touch panel on control panel and 
it is easier to set parameter and operate to minimize 

work force. 

Enables to set various parameter

Option
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SK-300SVⅢ applied single cup(300ml capacity) machine 
with simple mechanism.

Setting time is 5 Steps with various parameter and it 
enables to set total 100CH which is same as upper models.

Simple Mechanism with single Cup device!
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It enhances maintenance by using oil free Dry Vacuum Pump.
Depends on materials such as hazardous solvent or water 
base liquid , it enables to select Dry vacuum pump.

It enables to install various type of container or syringe
by using adapter.

It can prepare adapter for various container and max 55cc 
syringe. 
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I t  d i f fe rs  mach ine  th roughput  
depending on materials characteristic.
Revo l v i ng  speed  may  change  
depending on materials characteristic. 
Detailed speci�cation may change 
without prior notice.
Adapter shall be optional parts. 
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Manufacture Authorized Dealer

7-2-1, Noji Higashi, Kusatsu-city, Shiga 525-0058, Japan
TEL. +81-77-566-1208  FAX. +81-77-565-3506

E-mail: kakuhunter@kakuhunter.com
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Contact and request the latest information on our
Revolution-Rotation Motion Mixer & Degassing System

SHASHIN KAGAKU CO.,LTD
Product Company


